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Another set of Joe customs for the SF fans out there...
Posted by L - 2009/09/09 20:48

_____________________________________

Quite a bunch, I've been very busy. We've got...
A) A repainted Stellar Stiletto originally in bright red plastic, now in green and black and silver.
B) A repainted Pulverizer, originally in grey plastic, now in chrome.
C) A repainted Night Specter, originally a clear cockpit, now in tinted red.
D) A repainted True Forces F-22 cockpit, originally clear, now tinted red.
E) A repainted LAV-25 troop transport, originally in desert camo, now in urban camo. This is a
work-in-project, I need to paint some of the gear and the hubcaps on the tires black.
F) A repainted Skystorm chopper, originally in a white and blue, now in red, black and gold. An "Iron
Grenadiers" transport for Destro, Cobra's weapons supplier.
Enjoy!
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Another set of Joe customs for the SF fans out there...
Posted by L - 2009/09/09 20:49

_____________________________________

Oh, and another WIP aspect of this -- the Stellar Stilletto is missing a few parts, including engine exhaust
nacelle type things, and a little cover for the cockpit hinge. Those should be easy to put in place...
============================================================================

Another set of Joe customs for the SF fans out there...
Posted by Ghenghis Ska - 2009/09/10 09:37

_____________________________________

Image 013, the second one is a What? Like it looks like it would make a very nice scenery ship.
============================================================================
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Another set of Joe customs for the SF fans out there...
Posted by L - 2009/09/10 15:40

_____________________________________

That's the Stellar Stilletto. It's actually a very cheap-looking toy right out of the package, IMHO. It's cast
in a very light red, no paint on it anywhere, and it feels like a beach toy to me. But painted up, it has
some neat details in it, and the general aesthetic of the ship makes it work for 40K type games. Plus the
scale would work for like a massive troop drop ship.
L
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Another set of Joe customs for the SF fans out there...
Posted by wicked cool - 2009/09/10 18:45

_____________________________________

i would love joes in 30mm. Especially Cobra soldiers
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